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Abstract

In this study, we investigate English-to-Myanmar statistical machine translation (SMT) by using part-of-speech (POS) as linguistic information which is valuable for statistical machine translation systems to extract translation rules. This paper presents the POS tagger which is also used as segmenter, how to add POS to the phrase-based SMT and the experiment. The experimental results showed that the baseline SMT with POS that used POS tagged language model could outperform the baseline system in terms of BLEU and RIBES scores.

1. Introduction

The state-of-the-art machine translation (MT) methods apply statistical techniques to extract translation rules automatically from parallel data. Phrase-based (PB) statistical machine translation (SMT) (PB SMT) model and decoder have been introduced and showed that phrase translation can give better performance than word-based translation models [1]. Then, the operations of translation models bases on not only words but also more general linguistic representations such as le-mma, part-of-speech (POS). The available of that information to the translation model allows the direct modeling of many aspects of translation on morphology, syntax or semantics. The phrase-based translation models with additional linguistic information are called factored translation models [2]. Although these SMT systems can be applied for similar languages pairs, it is still a challenging task in automatic MT for different word orders language pairs. English is Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) and Myanmar is Subject-Object-Verb (SOV). The reordering model of the PB SMT is suitable for local reordering. However, it cannot solve to capture most of the long-range reorderi-ings found in the reference corpora for very diff-erent word order languages such as English and Myanmar. To recover that case, we used the paral-lel corpus which contains short conversation sen-tences and will be described in Section 5. Our motivation is to study that how POS information can support to SMT and affect the translation performance of SMT if we add POS to SMT. We used PB SMT in this study because it is widely used and offers as a phrase translation captures word context and local reordering inher-ently in SMT [22]. We tuned the system with MERT algorithm [3] and used BLEU [16] and RIBES [17] to evaluate the performance score. This study showed that PB SMT with POS which used POS tagged language model (LM) could pr-duce the improvement than the baseline, the way to improve translation quality by POS information. This paper is organized as follows: Sect-ion 2 presents the nature of Myanmar language and word segmentation for SMT. Section 3 expl-ains the related works. Section 4 explains the POS tag set and POS tagger and integrating POS to SMT. Section 5 presents about the experiment with corpus set up, methodology and POS taggi-ng scheme on the translation. Section 6 presents the conclusion and future work.

2. Myanmar Language

This section will briefly explain about the nature of word segmentation and word order in machine translation for Myanmar language. Myanmar words composed of single or multiple syllables are usually not separated by white space. In addition, there is no consistent rule for word segmentation even though spaces are used in Myanmar sentences to segment between phrases and words which can give clear and correct meaning.
It has been clearly described for sentence composing in Myanmar grammar. But there are many rules for sentence structure and they can be used more freely than English. Moreover, some of the English POS like determiner, auxiliary verb, some prepositions are not used in Myanmar and some Myanmar POS like particles and post positional markers are not used in English. So, word reordering is one of the problems for statistical machine translation between Myanmar and English as we have described in Introduction. Example of English to Myanmar translation will be illustrated in Figure 1 with the order of words of each sentence and distinct POS of words in segmented sentences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English:</th>
<th>He has solved this case.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar:</td>
<td>နားလည်ခဲ့သည် (နား-auxiliary, လည်-auxiliary, ခဲ့-auxiliary, သည်-auxiliary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar glossary:</td>
<td>နား- auxiliary verb ယူဆ- auxiliary verb ခဲ့- auxiliary verb သည်- auxiliary verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English glossary:</td>
<td>He this case solve</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. Example of word segmentation and word order between Myanmar and English**

Myanmar word segmentation methods have been proposed based on syllables, maximum matching the longest string, statistical approaches and machine learning approaches in [6] and [9]. The sentences of the corpus should have the correct sentence structure to be supported the sufficient facility in word segmentation and the correct POS information to SMT. Furthermore, it is important to follow correct grammar order with consistent format in composing of Myanmar sentences if they will be used in SMT.

3. Related Work

There have been studies on English-to-Myanmar automatic statistical machine translation. We will describe some of these studies.

The string-to-tree (S2T) and tree-to-string (T2S) statistical machine translations for Myanmar to Chinese, English, French, and German vice versa tested on BTEC corpus [18]. They evaluated with automatic evaluation metric and human evaluation [7].

The hierarchical phrase-based statistical machine translation (HIERO) and the operation sequence model (OSM) SMT have been carried out for automatic translation on BTEC corpus from Myanmar to English and other twenty languages by using three methods of Myanmar word segmentation as we described in Section 2 [8]. These SMT methods have been carried out on BTEC corpus between English and the under-resourced languages which are Laotian, Myanmar and Thai [10].

Empirical dependency-based head finalization for statistical machine translation between Chinese, English, French, and Myanmar have been presented by using dependency parser based on source languages dependent features with the default the distortion limit (DL) value and altering the DL values in decoding step to analyze the SMT reordering [5].

Factored machine translation for Myanmar to English, Japanese and vice versa have been presented. They did preprocessing to add POS tag to source and target path and language model building for PBSMT baseline to be factored translation models. They explained how to insert the POS information between source and target language with translation factors. They compared the translation performance results based on translation factors by means of BLEU terms. They also described that mappings involving POS tags between the languages are more effective in Myanmar to Japan than English to Myanmar and Japanese to Myanmar. Furthermore, they also presented that English to Myanmar and Japanese to Myanmar translations were difficult to get better score on baselines because of the quality of POS tagger and using different domain tagger. Moreover, they reported that the factored SMT could give higher BLEU scores for Myanmar to Japan and Myanmar to English translation, the computational expense was especially high when two translation paths approaches were used. Finally, they suggested that although the factored machine translation for the low-resource language Myanmar could give higher translation performance than typical PB SMT, it needs to choose carefully the type of factored model used [11].

The above related work [10] has shown that PB SMT provided the better BLEU score than other SMT systems. Then the related work [11] has presented the POS tag information is useful for translation between Myanmar to English and Japan.

Therefore, we decided to use PB SMT and POS tag information to be added to PB SMT to
investigate the performance of translation between English to Myanmar by using the POS tagger.

4. Methodology

4.1. NOVA POS for Myanmar Language

We used NOVA POS tag set because it could provide flexible annotation for tokenization. The POS tag set defines seven POS tags which are four basic main POS tags and three POS tags to be used in Asian Language Treebank (ALT) project. The detailed description will be described in Table 1. The NOVA POS tag set can provide the POS tag annotation of compound words and suffixes in detailed by using brackets ("[" and "]") called pattern tag.

As Myanmar language is analytic, most of nouns, adjectives and verbs are usually suffixed or affixed with post positional markers (ppm) or particles. In addition, it has many compound words. For that cases, it is enable to tag each word easily and annotate by brackets as pattern tag by placing the POS tag of compound word before and end of the pattern as T [t1 t2 ... t3] T where T is POS of compound or transformed word which might be noun or adjective or verb and sequence tag list: “ tl t2... t3 ” in bracket is POS of each word in compound or transformed word. Particles and post positional markers (ppm) are usually suffixed to Myanmar verbs which can be tagged by pattern tag and the example verb pattern tag will be illustrated in Figure 2.

Numerical amount of nouns are tagged by numerical patterns which are assumed as adjective of nouns and tagged as “a”, a[ t1 t2 ]a , and “tl” is tagged as “1” for numeral letter or number and “ t2” is tagged as “n” , by assuming as noun for type classifier particles respectively. Example tagging of numeral amount will be shown in Figure 3.

4.2. Tagged by CRF

General POS tagging methods for Myanmar have been proposed for Myanmar language. Myanmar language has been still in under resource language and there is no standard word segment-ter and POS tagger.

The conditional random field (CRF) [20] machine learning approach is the widely used for segmenting/labeling sequential data. General machine learning framework has been reported sufficiently powerful to handle the Myanmar word segmentation task [9]. Thus, we used statistical CRF++ toolkit1 for training POS tagger and word segmentation in our experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>other which might be adverb, post positional markers(ppm), particles, conjunctions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>adjective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>numeral letter and numeric number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>punctuation marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>for all tokens with weak syntactic roles such as interjection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. NOVA POS tag set

![Figure 1. Verb pattern annotation](http://taku910.github.io/crfpp/)

![Figure 2. Numeric pattern annotation](http://taku910.github.io/crfpp/)

We trained POS tagger with CRF++ toolkit by using the feature set of token unigram at their relative position -1 , -2 , 0 , +1 , and +2 as { w-2 , w-1 , w0 , w+1 , w+2 } where w is defined as the to-ken of each position and the related label, y, of each token is { y-2 , y-1 , y0 , y+1 , y+2 }. These n-grams tokens are combined with label unigram to produce the feature set for the model.

For example sentence, “စံလေးပြုပြီးနောက်သော်”, will be segmented into four tokens: စံ, လေး, ပြု, ပြီးနောက်သော်.

---

1http://taku910.github.io/crfpp/
and POS tagged to each word line by line in the trained data preparation for the train format of CRF. Word and POS tagged paired lines as rows and columns can be viewed as a table for the unigram feature set tokens of the trained sentence as illustrated in Figure 4 where $i$ represents their row positions of token, $w$ and POS label, $y$.

For the unigram feature, the feature function, $f(w_{-1}, y_0)$, will return 1, if $w_{-1}$ is “ ” and the unigram label output, $y_0$, is “ v”. After training the POS tagger with CRF, the train data has been segmented and tagged as the form of NOVA POS tag.

![Figure 4. Example of lexical entry](http://www.stamt.org.moses)

**Figure 4. Example of lexical entry**

### 4.3 Integrating POS into PB SMT

Phrase-based translation models allow lexical entries with more than one word on either the source-language or target-language side: for example, we might have a lexical entry (the tree) specifying that the string “the tree” in Myanmar can be translated as “the tree” in English. The option of having multi-word expressions on either the source or target-language side is a significant departure from word-to-word translation models. Multi-word expressions are useful in translation for the improvements of phrase-based translation models. A phrase pair is a pair $(s, t), (s', t')$ where $(s, t)$ is a subsequence within the source language sentence, and $(s', t')$ is a subsequence within the target language sentence [25]. For example, consider the trained case where $k$ is the length of sentence and source, $f$, and target, $e$, language consists of the following sentences as shown in Figure 5. Then, $(s, t) = (1, 2), (s', t') = (3, 4)$ would correspond to the potential lexical entry:

(Where is, မိုဘောင်း မိုဘောင်)  

Additional linguistic information which we mentioned in Introduction could be tightly integrated to the phrase-based translation models as translation factors. They are valuable for better explanation for many aspects of translation as the performance of statistical machine translation models can overcome the data sparseness problem caused by limited training data [1].

Thus, for our study, we did as we mentioned in Section 4.2 to get BTEC1 POS tagged train data as shown in figure 5. Then we used the translational factor to integrate POS into PB SMT to training target language side.

$$f^{(k)} = \text{Where is the airport?}$$  
$$e^{(k)} = \text{ကျန်န်} \text{ဆိုလ်မျှော်} \text{အချိန်}$$  
$$\text{POS of} \ e^{(k)} = \text{ကျန်န်} \text{ဆိုလ်မျှော်} \text{အချိန်} \text{လိုအပ်ပါ}$$

### 5. Experiment

#### 5.1. Corpus and Setting

In this experiment, we used Basic Travel Expression Corpus (BTEC1). The corpus was randomly divided into three data set for train, development (dev), and test and their statistic will be shown in Table 2. The train data set was used to train SMT systems and the development (dev) data set was used in tuning the system. Then the test data set was used to evaluate the SMT system.

We used PB SMT system of Moses toolkit [12] as a baseline system. GIZA++ [13] is used for word alignment between source and target lan-guage alignment was symmetrized by grow-diag-final-and heuristics [1]. The lexical reordering model was trained with the msd-bidirectio-nal-fe option [14].

The maximum phrase length is 9. To train the 9-gram language models (LM) with interpolated Kneser-Ney discounting [19], we used SRILM [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>#Sentences</th>
<th>#Tokens</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>159,603</td>
<td>948,611</td>
<td>625,086</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop-</td>
<td>1,622</td>
<td>9,748</td>
<td>6,413</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>973</td>
<td>5,791</td>
<td>3,836</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 http://www.stamt.org.moses
For decoder setting, we used default parameters setting of Moses decoder except using distortion-limit value 12 to be occurred sufficient support from the LM. We used two language models: untagged (LM) and POS tagged (POS LM) for three systems’s experiments as shown in Table 3. The first baseline SMT used LM. The second baseline SMT was added POS to target language training and used LM. The third baseline SMT was added POS to target language training and used POS LM.

We used minimum error rate tuning (MERT) to tune the decoder parameters. We evaluated the translation results by two automatic measures: bilingual evaluation understudy (BLEU) which is used to measure the adequacy of the translations and rank-based intuitive bilingual evaluation measures (RIBES) which will penalize the wrong word orders. The higher BLEU score and the larger RIBES indicate the better performance.

5.2. Results

The experimental results of English to Myanmar translation on baseline SMT and SMT systems with POS will be listed in Table 3. The scores of the first and second systems are the same in terms of BLEU and RIBES although the second one used POS tagged trained data. However, it can be clearly seen the third SMT system which used POS LM in decoding and POS tagged train data was higher than the first and second ones in terms of BLEU and RIBES although the high score point is a little. The next Section 5.3 will be discussed about why the evaluation scores of systems with POS could not increase much. Three sample results from all SMT systems with original translated references are shown in Figure 6 by showing the results of second and third systems from Table 3 which used POS tagged trained data in decoding as the baseline plus POS because their correct outputs are nearly the same. All systems could produce correct outputs for short sentences like the first sentence of Figure 6. However, all systems could not well translate long sentences. Among these incorrect results, the phrase order of second and third SMT systems is better than the baseline as the second and third samples of Figure 6. But the related phrase orders of third SMT’s results are better than the second one’s.

Table 3. Scores of the SMT systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMT systems</th>
<th>BLEU</th>
<th>RIBES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline + LM</td>
<td>.409</td>
<td>.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline + POS + LM</td>
<td>.409</td>
<td>.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline + POS+ POS LM</td>
<td>.410</td>
<td>.574</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Discussion

The result of BLEU and RIBES of the third SMT which used POS on LM and train data was a little improvement on baseline and baseline with POS train data that used LM. BTEC1 corpus has the colloquial style short sentences for travel domain. ALT corpus has literature style long translated sentences for news domain. Word segmentation forms of these two styles are different. ALT POS tagger could tag and segment flexibly the literature sentences. However, ALT POS tagged model could lightly segment and add POS information to BTEC1 trained data. The reason might depend on the above conditions. The third SMT could produce 468 outputs as the reference while others produced 461 outputs for 973 test sentences. The baseline without using POS could not handle for long phrases and foreign words translations. This condition is also in the third SMT. However, among incorrect outputs of all systems which are different from the references, the meaning of words and related phrase orders of the sentences of the third SMT system are better than the first and second ones although they are not totally correct.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented the condition of Myanmar language for SMT and how to integrate POS to the PB SMT. And then we have also discussed about the effect of using different domain corpus for POS tagging and word segmentation and the result statement of the experiment. We could find that using POS information in SMT that can be able to improve the translation performance even though the results of
evaluation metrics of this study are not much different in three experiments.

For future work, we intend to test PB SMT with POS information by doing more preprocessing steps such as word segmentation to know that the POS information how much support to SMT and how can support to produce more better performance based on the better translation result of this study.
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